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sound production for his engineering
and mixing work on the Lord of the
Rings trilogy. He also earned two
Grammy nominations for classical
engineering on the last recordings
of Eugene Ormandy conducting the
Philadelphia Orchestra. From 1985
to 1995 he was Chief Recording
Engineer at Abbey Road Studios
and Chief Engineer EMI Classics
before moving to Los Angeles to
focus on freelance film scoring.
I spoke to JK about his remarkable
journey, shortly after he’d marked
his 50th anniversary of recording
and mixing engineering by giving
a special guest lecture at the Abbey
Road Institute.

Congratulations on this
amazing milestone — and a
great way to mark it. What
did you talk to the students
about first?
I related a series of stories giving a
taste of working at Abbey Road from
1967 — starting at the beginning
when the whole vibe was different
— walking in at night, aged sixteen,
accosted by the smell of marijuana
— funny because, many nights,
the local beat cops would escape
the cold, calling in for a hot cuppa
courtesy of the commissionaire
— they’d simply ignore the haze!
Everything is different now — not
just the equipment...

Five decades at the top, and still counting —
JOHN BROOMHALL speaks to one of the most prolific
recording and mixing engineers the UK has ever produced.

Tell us about getting that first
job and those early days…
I was employed straight from school
with five O-levels — today you’d
be thought un-educated! Back then
they didn’t want college training,
but people with character and
personality they liked — they’d
teach you everything. At interview
they asked if I knew how to change
a lightbulb — I was nonplussed.
Later Richard Langham told me
‘interesting, they asked could I change a fuse!’
I started in September in the tape library, then after Christmas became studio
assistant. Through ‘68 I did lots of assisting on classical sessions plus some rock/
pop, getting to work with all the engineers — including Geoff Emerick mixing
The Zombies album Odessey and Oracle, and I guess I proved myself — I’m
totally OCD writing everything down. At the beginning of ’69, Dave Harris
(technical engineer) came to me late one night saying Geoff and George Martin
have asked would I do the next Beatles album. That was my first major project.

ged 13 years, John Kurlander lived one street away from Abbey Road
(then EMI) Studios and attended school nearby. One day his class was
invited to create some sound effects for an EMI spoken word recording.
Ushered towards the live end of Studio 2, Kurlander found himself
shuffling past The Beatles’ gear, set up for the Help recordings — a moment
that was to light the touch paper for a staggeringly illustrious recording industry
career. He determined right there and then this is what he wanted to do —
eventually eschewing the M&S management training his father had in mind (by
the time he’d worked on recordings by Sir Adrian Boult, Sir John Barbirolli and
Daniel Barenboim, his proud opera-loving parents had come around to the idea).
Since then JK’s C.V. has blossomed into a mind-blowing and historic track
record which constitutes a veritable who’s who of popular and classical music,
as well as covering the top rank of movie and videogame scores. Amongst other
awards, the crowded Kurlander mantelpiece boasts three consecutive Grammys
for best score soundtrack album and three consecutive TEC awards for best film

What a break! But to go back a step — what do you think got you
the job?
Here’s the story — at the beginning of September I had to decide whether to
stay at school for A levels. I’d applied to studios all around London plus the BBC
but no responses. I go back to school explaining the situation saying I guess
I’m staying on. My English master asked which studios and I rattled off the list.
And that was that — or so I thought. A few days later, EMI/Abbey Road invite
me for interview. They ask me about my English literature O level stuff and can
I change a light bulb — and that was it — a job offer and almost immediate
start. Six months later, I’m coming out of Abbey Road and there’s my English
teacher. He’s says he’s glad it’s working out and you’ve probably made the
right decision. As he walks away he turns and says, by the way, say hello to
Gus Cook (Head of the Technical Department). I ask how do you know him?
He says — he’s my next-door neighbour — our wives are best friends — we all
go to church together.
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So this gentleman had put in a word for you? What a knock-on
effect of one act of kindness and belief…
If this was Hollywood they’d say ‘hey I got you that job — you owe me — I
fixed it for you’ — but this was so quintessentially British. When I gave him the
books back in September, he said nothing — even though he obviously must
have phoned Gus and recommended me — yet, he didn’t want me to start there
thinking I’d been planted. It’s one of my favourite stories. I’ve been unbelievably
lucky — and it all started right there.
The copious note-taking speaks of meticulousness and attention to
detail — is that very important?
Yes, very — though I’m ribbed for it when I’m there measuring everything!
On Lord of the Rings — somebody said to Peter Jackson: John has all these
crazy notes. Peter said: ‘well, I’ve seen what John does and it’s exactly like the
continuity person looking at everything, writing it down — so you can come
back, do the next shot and it matches’. He was impressed but not surprised.

How do you feel being back at Abbey Road 50 years later?
Though I left for LA and film scoring twenty years ago, I’ve been back since
for projects maybe three times a year, minimum. I guess the anniversary thing
reminds me of that expression — ‘a charmed life’ — first of all doing a job we all
regard as a paid hobby — and then being relatively successful at it and having
legs — somebody is definitely looking after me…
What attracted you to the film scoring?
At aged 46, the chance for something different combined with the attraction of
America — I thought, why not try this, and the music business wasn’t what it
had been. Mainly it was an adventure and here I am still — plus now working
on quite a few videogame scores.
And how do find videogame projects compare with movie scores?
A lot of film music is heard rather than listened to — it creates emotional
responses without you necessarily being aware of it, whereas records are
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4 or 8-track recordings you worked on are now multimillion-selling classic albums and people still love
and laud them today…do you think today’s unlimited
track counts create problems — postponing decisions
compared with days gone by when you had had to
commit when say bouncing down?
Only if you let them. It’s in your hands… As for those 4/8-track
recordings — yes, it’s fantastic and gratifying — however, we’re not
generally making old-style kinds of music now so if you’re doing
something that’s very 2017, then you do need 2017 equipment
and techniques. My family was in the fashion business and I went
into music — actually I’ve always thought I am in the fashion
business because music is fashion. Fashion changes twice a year
— you need to keep up with this year’s collection!

the opposite — you listen. There’s a
strong distinction between hearing
and listening. Somewhere in the
middle you’ve got videogames where
music may be consumed over and
over again so it must be worthy of
its place.
Technically, I tend to use two
approaches — for film a Decca tree
with good Omni’s — M50s — the
extended bass response is really good
and sounds great in a theatre. With
videogames you’re thinking of smaller
domestic systems — even a laptop.
I generally go back to a Blumlein
pair figure-8 — though not always.
Many game scores have synthetic
bass content — you don’t necessarily
want a lush extended bottom end
— plus you have to consider sound
design — say combat with clashing
of swords and explosions. You want
space for music and the orchestra
taking up slightly less bass in a hybrid
score works better.

Let’s talk recording technology
— a whole lot of changes in fifty years, for instance the demise of
tape and the advent of the DAW…
When I started everything was mono/stereo, then 4 and 8-track, but with even
higher track counts you needed Dolby involved. I always thought that wasn’t
really what analogue was made for — pre-emphasis and de-emphasis — and
there were anomalies with lining-up between machines. You couldn’t go back,
though, and too many tracks equalled noise issues. I got disillusioned with tape.
Digital tape was a stopgap, but editing was cumbersome. When Pro Tools arrived
with multiple tracks and no inherent noise, I really embraced it. Somewhere
around 1999 I was working with David Newman at the Fox scoring stage. With
Tom Graham’s help, I think we were the first to use Pro Tools as the multitrack
recorder, replacing a 48-track tape set-up.
36

for George.

What about modern day emulations of vintage gear?
They don’t sound quite the same — and please don’t look at the
artwork! Let’s say you have an iconic Fairchild limiter and plugin emulation thereof — people without access to the real thing
are going to be much happier with the software. If you have
them side-by-side, you’re probably going to spend hours A/Bing basically to conclude you prefer the real thing — so why not
relieve a lot of anxiety by just saying ‘it is what it is’ — a bunch
of numbers being manipulated — with a nice photograph! Maybe
that’s a bit harsh. I like the George Massenburg EQ plug-in which
just looked like nothing — a really simple drawing unlike actual
Massenburg hardware. He did it on purpose and I thought — good

Let’s turn to mixing — can you work in any (half-decent) room
with different monitoring set-ups?
Yes definitely — I could be mixing anywhere — but I wouldn’t let any given
room totally dictate what I do — say if an unfamiliar room sounds 5dB basslight I’ll obviously check with my go-to headphones. I’m not just going to
add that bass — I’ll be thinking I recorded this in x studio with y mic so I’d
seriously question if it’s a mix room issue. It’s a mindset of: don’t do anything
unexpected or extreme just because an unknown monitoring situation is leading
you to believe something. You might split the difference — but if it feels wrong,
don’t do it.
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Does your basic approach change much project to project?
Often I use the same system — and with serial projects like a Lord of the Rings
or one of the Blizzard videogames, continuity is significant. Now and again I
think let’s do something no-one’s done — for instance the Russian film Mathilda
recorded in St Petersburg — something very different for me — I eschewed my
pre-existing layouts and techniques in favour of inventing something specific.
Presumably it’s actually all about the set-up?
I may do days or weeks of research and planning deciding the set-up. The set-up
day is crucial — I get really upset without decent set-up time. Then when the
thing starts, the first minute — sometimes the first 10 seconds — are critical.
Split second decisions are needed. Then I can have a cup of tea and the Pro
Tools operator becomes the most important person in the room — they don’t get
nearly enough recognition but I have boundless respect for them.
How do you choose between projects — say you’re offered three in
the same timeframe?
Easy — it’s the first one you agree to — even if it’s the worst! If you’ve agreed to
do it, you do it. I learned that at Abbey Road. When
I left Abbey Road for LA I still had some outstanding
London commitments. I knew John Williams’ music
editor Ken Wannberg. He knew I was in town for a
couple of weeks and offered me a one-day session
with John Williams. I’ve just moved there to work
in films so this is amazing. But the date clashes and
I can’t do it because of a thing back in London. He
was incredulous — he said you do realise I’m offering
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you the chance to work with JOHN WILLIAMS — are you crazy? Who could
possibly make you turn this down? The answer was ‘Paul McCartney’. But on
paper, I should have done the John Williams gig and I’m sorry I didn’t get to
work with him.

What’s the secret of your longevity in recording?
Don’t make enemies! People come and go. And they come back! You can’t write
off anybody — you’ll likely see them again so if there’s a little disagreement,
‘turn the other cheek’ — forget it.
Also — I was in a restaurant recently asking for a non-standard combination
from the menu — ‘this from this’ with ‘this from this’ and I make a remark
apologising for asking them to bend their ‘rules’. This uber-cool Italian restaurant
owner says — ‘hey, we make-a da rules, we break-a da rules’. It struck me that’s
so true — you go through this training; you learn the right way but then you get
creative and break the rules — you do things that theoretically shouldn’t work
— like Geoff Emerick getting into trouble for putting a bass drum mic closer than
anybody had ever done. You learn the rules — then go ahead and ‘break-a da
rules’ — I like that, it makes me smile. n
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